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Table 3.I 
Combined writers’ Set-contexts sorted by time-terms 

with implied numbers of natural days 
 
 

Combination sums based on G time-terms  

Three proposed Sets imply 6 Set-sums. These Set-sums suggest the following intervals and 
related observations. 

Days Set-contexts Observations  

1500 30-day cycle close accord with 50 cycles 
 20-day cycle close accord with 75 cycles 
1502 sidereal month close accord with 55 months 
1679 sidereal month near accord with 61.5 months 
 Mercury synodic near accord with 14.5 periods 
 365-day calendar Venus coordination (365x4) +219 
1681 sidereal month close accord with 61.5 months 
 Mercury synodic close accord with 14.5 periods 
1979 sidereal month near accord with 72.5 months 
 synodic month close accord with 67 months 
 Mercury sidereal close accord with 22.5 periods 
1981 sidereal month close accord with 72.5 months 
 Mercury sidereal near accord with 22.5 periods 
 7-day week close accord with 283 weeks 
 

 

Combination sums based on D and G time-terms  

Three more proposed Sets imply 6 Set-sums. These Set-sums suggest the following intervals and 
related observations. 

Days Set-contexts Observations  

1555  no near or close accord with a Table 3.A interval 
1557 sidereal month close accord with 57 months 
 9-day cycle close accord with 173 cycles 
1734 sidereal month close accord with 63.5 months 
 eclipse year close accord with 5 years 
1736 sidereal month near accord with 63.5 months 
 7-day week close accord with 248 weeks 
2034 sidereal month near accord with 74.5 months 
 9-day cycle close accord with 226 cycles 
2036 sidereal month close accord with 74.5 months 
 synodic month near accord with 69 months 
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Combination sums based on H time-terms  

Five proposed Sets imply 5 Set-sums. These Set-sums suggest the following intervals and related 
observations. 

Days Set-contexts Observations  

242  no near or close accord with a Table 3.A interval 
480 sidereal month near accord with 17.5 months 
 20-day cycle close accord with 24 cycles 
 30-day cycle close accord with 16 cycles 
756 Saturn synodic close accord with 2 periods 
 7-day week close accord with 108 weeks 
 9-day cycle close accord with 84 cycles 
1038 sidereal month close accord with 38 months 
 eclipse year near accord with 3 years 
1358 synodic month close accord with 46 months 
 7-day week close accord with 194 weeks 

 


